Cookies Policy
General information
The Hammerson internet site uses cookies. A cookie is a small text file stored by your browser which
allows it to store information between web pages and browsing sessions. Hammerson uses a certain
number of “first-party” cookies - generated and used by Hammerson website - and “third-party”
cookies - generated on our site by third parties. They allow us to store information about your
browsing activity on the site. They enable us to understand the activities of users on our site, and so
allow us to make your browsing experience more enjoyable. Cookies can only store text, which is
always confidential and in most cases encrypted. Hammerson will never keep any personal data in a
cookie.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files generated by the websites you visit which allow data to be stored which
can subsequently be useful.This data allows your information to be stored between pages, but also
enables analysis of the way in which you interact with the site. Cookies are secure and can only store
the information made available by the user, such as information which the user has entered
beforehand into the browser or which has been requested by the web page. They cannot execute
code or be used to gain access to your computer. If a website encrypts information held in a cookie,
only that site will be able to read that information.
Cookies from third-party companies
Cookies set up by third-party companies: Hammerson works with suppliers who place Hammerson
cookies on its behalf.
Google Analytics
Hammerson Google Analytics is a service offered by Google including a Google Analytics cookie
which allows us to assess and understand how you use the terrasses-du-port.fr website, and to
integrate the results of these reports into our activities and our marketing campaigns.
Google stores the information gathered by the cookies on a server in the United States. Google may
be required to pass this information to third parties for legal reasons or when the third party is acting
on its behalf. Google does not include your IP address in the information held. By using terrasses-duport.fr you consent to the use of data by Google as described above. For more information about
Google
Analytics
cookies
including
how
to
refuse
them
please
refer
to http://www.google.com/intl/en/privacypolicy.html
How are cookies blocked or deleted?
All Web browsers allow you to restrict how cookies behave or to block them in the browser settings or
options. The steps to be followed are different for each browser, and you will find instructions in the
“Help” menu for your particular browser. If you would like to obtain information or assistance in relation
to how the various internet browsers work please use this link, www.aboutcookies.org, and you will
find the procedure for deleting cookies which is applicable for your browser, as well as other generic
information about cookies. Your browser will also allow you to check what cookies are present in your
computer, and to delete them one by one, or all at once.
To find out more about how we respect your personal and professional privacy please email us
at infos@hammerson.fr

